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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Individuals with lower limb amputation have a high incidence of falls. Above-the-knee amputation and
diabetes/vascular disease are both risk factors for falls. Microprocessor knee (MPK) technology may reduce
falls in this population. The objective was to determine the association between MPKs and reduced
injurious falls. A retrospective analysis of injurious falls within a large, national outcomes database was
conducted. Inclusion was limited to adult K3 ambulators with unilateral, transfemoral, or knee disarticula
tion amputation due to diabetes/vascular disease. There were 744 out of 881 individuals that did not
receive an MPK. Results showed that 16.3% of non-MPK users experienced an injurious fall compared to
7.3% of MPK users (p = .007). Not having an MPK resulted in significantly increased odds (unadjusted: OR:
2.47, 95% CI: 1.26–4.83, p = .009; adjusted for confounders: OR: 2.52, 95% CI: 1.28–4.94, p = .007) of
incurring an injurious fall over a 6-month period. In conclusion, the current study found use of an MPK
strongly associated with reduced injurious falls in a population of patients with amputation due to
diabetes/vascular disease. The findings strongly support the use of MPK technology to mitigate fall risk,
and in particular injurious falls requiring medical intervention.
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Introduction
The consequences of a fall can be detrimental to a person’s
health. In terms of immediate physical health, 1 out of 5 falls
results in serious injury such as broken bones or head injury
(Alexander et al., 1992; Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention [CDC], 2020; Sterling et al., 2001). Falls are also
the most common cause of traumatic brain injury (CDC, 2020;
Jager et al., 2000), as well as the leading cause of death for
Americans aged 65 and older (Burns & Kakara, 2018; Roubik
et al., 2017). Additionally, fall sequelae are not limited to
immediate injury. For example, only 25% of elderly individuals
report a return to prior levels of independence after a fall
(Ayoung-Chee et al., 2014; Roubik et al., 2017). In 2015, the
total healthcare cost burden in the United States for falls was
approximately $50 billion, with Medicare and Medicaid cover
ing about 70% of the costs (Florence et al., 2018).
Individuals with a lower limb amputation are known to
have increased risk and incidence of falling compared to the
general population, with 50% incurring a fall each
calendar year (Hafner & Smith, 2009; Miller et al., 2001).
This is in contrast to about 30% of individuals over age 65 in
the general population (Stalenhoef et al., 2002; Tinetti et al.,
1988). An above-the-knee amputation (AKA), which includes
amputation at the transfemoral or knee disarticulation level, is
among the noted risk factors for falling among individuals with
lower limb amputation (Miller et al., 2001). Amputation etiol
ogy and comorbid vascular health may also impact the relative
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risk of falls. Vascular disease results in a 73% increase in falls
for elderly adults compared to their healthy counterparts
(Gardner & Montgomery, 2001; Rand et al., 2015) and is the
most common cause of amputation in the United States
(Hunter et al., 2017). Unsurprisingly, a recent systematic
review identified diabetes/vascular disease as a fall risk factor
for individuals with lower limb amputation (Hunter et al.,
2017).
Prostheses for individuals with AKA may include micro
processor knee (MPK) technology that is purported to provide
multiple benefits to patients (Hafner & Smith, 2009; Hafner
et al., 2007; Kahle et al., 2008; Kannenberg et al., 2014; Stevens
& Wurdeman, 2019; Wong et al., 2015). Briefly, MPKs utilize
multiple strain gauges, accelerometers, and gyroscopes to mea
sure a person’s gait in real-time. A microprocessor embedded
within the knee unit processes the signals to then regulate the
resistance to flexion and extension of the knee joint. The most
common methods open and close an iris for restricting hydrau
lic fluid or changing current to modulate viscosity of
a magnetorheological fluid. As a result, the knee is a dynamic
and reactive device rather than a static device relying on fluid
dynamics and thus afford multiple benefits to patients (Stevens
& Wurdeman, 2019). These benefits include reduction in num
ber of falls, decreased frustrations, reduced perceived cognitive
burden with ambulation, increased mobility, greater satisfac
tion, and quality of life, increased self-selected walking speed
and greater metabolic efficiency (Hafner & Smith, 2009; Hafner
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et al., 2007; Kahle et al., 2008; Kannenberg et al., 2014; Stevens
& Wurdeman, 2019; Wong et al., 2015). However, the majority
of studies has tended to focus on younger, healthier indivi
duals. In a review, Theeven et al. (2013) noted only 13% of the
studies had focused on patients with vascular amputation
etiology.
A recent study focused on individuals with amputation due
to vascular disease (Wong et al., 2015). The prospective study
assessed functional outcomes for patients (n = 8) using their
non-MPK, then provided the patient with an MPK with
repeated assessments. After the use of MPK, patients showed
improvements in fear of falling, balance, timed-up-and-go
score, and number of falls (Wong et al., 2015). The reduction
in falls is consistent with other studies not focused on indivi
duals with AKA due to diabetes/vascular disease (Burnfield
et al., 2012; Hafner & Smith, 2009; Kahle et al., 2008;
Kannenberg et al., 2014; Kaufman et al., 2018; Stevens &
Wurdeman, 2019).
Thus, further work is warranted to better understand the
ability for MPK technology to reduce falls among individuals
with AKA due to diabetes/vascular disease. Therefore, the
purpose of this study was to determine the influence MPK
technology can have on mitigating falls for individuals with
AKA due to diabetes/vascular disease. Based on previous work
(Wong et al., 2015), it was hypothesized that those individuals
that were not provided with an MPK have higher odds of
incurring an injurious fall.

Methods
Study design
A retrospective cohort review of a multi-center outcomes data
base was performed. Outcomes are being collected as part of
standard of care at clinics across the United States. The data
base includes multiple-assessment points, such as history of
falls, mobility, satisfaction, and quality of life. For the current
analysis, specifically, the unilateral AKA due to diabetes/vas
cular disease outcomes database was utilized with data col
lected through the period of April 2016 through May 2019,
with focus specific to the hypothesis on the history of falls. Data
is captured directly from the patient through a digital entry
platform. Outcomes are captured at baseline for a new device
and at various follow-up time points to track patient status. At
the time of the analysis, the database included 1,857 patients.
The current database review was approved and deemed exempt
from patient consent by the Western Investigational Review
Board (Protocol #20170059). This study conforms to all
STROBE guidelines.
Included persons
Inclusion in the database is limited to adults age 18 and
older, thereby restricting the current analysis to age ≥
18 years. The database includes gender, age, and years since
amputation, height, and mass. Additionally, the database is
limited to AKA inclusive of transfemoral and knee disarti
culation amputation levels. Inclusion is limited to English

and Spanish speaking only. Inclusion was limited to K3
ambulators with comorbidities verified on file to ensure
similar functional potential, health status, and eligibility for
MPK (”LCD: Lower limb prostheses,” 2019). The K3 classi
fication, while adopted as guidance in multiple countries, is
specific to the United States healthcare system, driven by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services coverage deter
mination policies and guiding prescription and access
(”LCD: Lower limb prostheses,” 2019). Comorbidities were
used to calculate individual functional comorbidity indices
(FCI) (Groll et al., 2005). Body mass index (BMI) was
adjusted for limb loss (Tzamaloukas et al., 1994, 2000). As
the nature of the study is observational, individuals must be
presented to their prosthetics provider to have outcomes
assessment recorded.

Assessment
As part of the routine standard of care, patients with lower limb
amputation are presented with a single question with a binary
response permitted, “Have you had a fall in the previous
6 months that resulted in a hospital or physician visit?” The
question is not limited to when the patient is wearing the
prosthesis. The decision was made to ask about injurious falls
as opposed to general falls to reduce bias. In particular, this
allowed anchoring the fall to a traumatic episode to enhance
patient recall (Strange & Takarangi, 2015). In this manner,
recall bias and the subsequent associated error can be mini
mized. Injurious falls were also of greater concern due to care
and cost burden.

Analysis
Summary and descriptive statistics were calculated among
the sample population. Any missing explanatory or response
variables were replaced using expectation-maximization
algorithms. Little’s Missing Completely at Random test was
confirmed as non-significant. Differences in demographics
data between MPK and non-MPK users were compared
through Mann Whitney U and Pearson’s Chisquare test for
continuous and categorical data, respectively. Next, unad
justed odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI)
were obtained using logistic regression to provide a crude
association for each potential confounding variable with
reported falls. Multivariate logistic regression was used to
assess the MPK association with falls while adjusting for
covariates. To assess confounding, each potential confoun
der was entered into a univariate model separately. If the
variable changed the magnitude of the OR compared to the
crude OR by at least 10% it would be considered
a confounder and a separate model would be run retaining
only those variables. A final model was also run whereby all
potential confounding variables were retained and con
trolled as these variables have been previously mentioned
as potential risk factors associated with falls (Miller et al.,
2001). All data analyses were performed using SPSS v20.0
(Armonk, NY).
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Table 1. Sample demographics. Values presented as median (interquartile range)
except where percentage is noted for counts. MPK: microprocessor knee; BMI:
adjusted body mass index; FCI: functional comorbidity index.
Total n
Injurious Fallers (%)
Age – Years
# persons ≥65 years (%)
Years Since Amputation
Female (%)
Height – m
Mass – kg
BMI – kg/m2
FCI

Non-MPK
744
121 (16.3%)
62.4 (55.5,69.3)
286 (38.4%)
5.9 (1.8,9.2)
205 (27.6%)
1.75 (1.68,1.80)
81.9 (70.3,97.5)
30.2 (26.3,34.9)
2 (1,4)

MPK
137
10 (7.3%)
61.9 (55.5,68.2)
53 (38.7%)
6.2 (1.0,8.8)
40 (29.2%)
1.75 (1.68,1.80)
83.9 (70.5,99.3)
30.4 (25.6,34.8)
2 (2,3)

p-value
.007
.692
.957
.694
.693
.700
.609
.694
.912

Results
After applying inclusion/exclusion criteria, 12.7% of our initial
population were excluded for incomplete documentation of
comorbid health conditions. This resulted in a total of 881
total patients included for analysis (Table 1 and Figure 1).
Within the population of non-MPK users, a little over 16% of
the sample experienced an injurious fall. This was more than
double the number within the MPK users at 7%. The median
age of individuals with non-MPK and those with MPK were
similar (62.4 years compared to 61.9 years, respectively), as well
as the percentage of individuals aged 65 years and older. There
were no significant group differences in terms of
demographics.

Figure 1. Individuals were extracted from the adults with unilateral above-theknee amputation due to diabetes/vascular disease outcomes database based in
the United States. For inclusion to the current analysis, individuals were restricted
to the United States medicare functional classification level K3. Individuals were
excluded if they did not have comorbidities verified. This resulted in exclusion of
12.7% of individuals to yield a total of 881 individuals available for analysis.
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The unadjusted logit regression model was first run. Results
showed individuals with an AKA that were not provided with
an MPK as part of their lower limb prosthetic rehabilitation
had a 2.47 times increased odds of incurring an injurious fall
over a 6-month period (Table 2).
When running separate models for potential confounders,
minimal change occurred to the crude OR for non-MPK versus
MPK in models separately assessing age (OR: 2.49, CI: 1.27–
4.90), sex (OR: 2.48, CI: 1.26–4.85), adjusted BMI (OR: 2.44,
CI: 1.25–4.79), or time since amputation (OR: 2.48, CI: 1.27–
4.86). Individual potential confounding variables did not affect
the crude OR by more than the traditional 10% threshold.
Finally, the multivariate model was run with all potential
confounding variables retained. Results from this analysis were
consistent with results from individual models. In particular
while accounting for age, sex, time since amputation, and
adjusted BMI, it was noted that individuals that are not pro
vided with an MPK have a 2.52 times increased odds of sus
taining an injurious fall over a 6-month period compared to
their counterparts that receive an MPK (Table 3 and Figure 2).
In the multivariate model, age ended up being significant, with
OR slightly greater than 1 at 1.02.

Discussion
While there is high awareness of the problem of falls in the
elderly, less attention is given to the incidence of falling among
individuals with lower limb amputation despite a nearly double
incidence rate (Miller et al., 2001). Fortunately, the evolution of
technology may bring hope for mitigating falls among lower
limb prosthesis users. MPKs have in particular been noted to
reduce falls among individuals with an AKA (Stevens &
Wurdeman, 2019). However, there continues to be limited uti
lization among those with amputation due to diabetes/vascular
disease, necessitating further evidence. These individuals are at
greater risk for falls given the underlying diabetes/vascular dis
ease (Yang et al., 2016). For this reason, the current study is set to
determine the influence of MPK technology on reducing falls
among individuals with lower limb amputation due to diabetes/
vascular disease. The focus was limited to injurious falls due to
the associated increased clinical and fiscal impact. Our results
show that if an individual with amputation due to diabetes/
vascular disease is not provided with an MPK, they are placed
at 2.5 times increased odds of sustaining an injurious fall. The

Table 2. Influence of microprocessor knees on injurious falls for individuals with diabetic/vascular amputation. MPK: microprocessor knee.
Parameter
Intercept
MPK (status = no)

Estimate
1.64
0.90

Standard Error
0.10
0.34

Wald Chi-Square
272.10
6.92

p
< .001
.009

Odds Ratio
2.47

95% Confidence Interval
1.26

4.83

Table 3. Multivariate regression model to assess influence of microprocessor knees while accounting for age, sex, time since amputation, and adjusted body mass index.
MPK: microprocessor knee; BMI: adjusted body mass index.
Parameter
Intercept
MPK (status = no)
Age (years)
Sex (status = female)
Time Since Amputation (years)
BMI

Estimate
0.25
0.92
0.02
0.15
0.01
−0.01

Standard Error
0.73
0.34
0.01
0.21
0.01
0.01

Wald Chi-Square
0.12
7.19
7.46
0.49
0.34
0.18

p
.730
.007
.006
.483
.558
.670

Odds Ratio
2.52
1.02
1.16
1.01
0.99

95% Confidence Interval
1.28
1.01
0.77
0.99
0.97

4.94
1.04
1.75
1.03
1.02
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Figure 2. From the multivariate logistic regression model, it is possible to see the
increased odds of falling for the individual with amputation due to diabetes/
vascular disease when not provided an MPK regardless of factors such as age,
gender, time since amputation, and BMI. MPK: microprocessor knee; BMI: adjusted
body mass index.

current study’s findings add to the existing body of the literature
surrounding benefits of MPK use (Chen et al., 2018; Hafner
et al., 2007; Kahle et al., 2008; Kannenberg et al., 2014;
Kaufman et al., 2007, 2008, 2012, 2018; Liu et al., 2017; Stevens
& Wurdeman, 2019; Wong et al., 2015; Wurdeman et al., 2018b),
but extends to note specific benefits to patients with amputation
due to diabetes/vascular disease.
The increased odds of an injurious fall for the non-MPK
user was noted while accounting for several potential con
founding variables. Age commonly reported as a fall risk factor,
was significant. However, with an odds ratio of 1.02, it is
questionable to state this as clinically significant versus
a statistical result. Any potential effect of age, a well-cited risk
factor for falls, was overshadowed by whether the individual’s
prosthesis incorporated an MPK. Current results would indi
cate an increased risk of injurious falls is present regardless of
age. Thus, the current results show the benefits of MPK tech
nology for fall reduction for the younger population of indivi
duals with amputation (i.e. age < 65, represented by 542 out of
881 individuals in the study, Table 1) as well as for the older
population of individuals with amputation (i.e. age ≥ 65, repre
sented by 339 out of 881 individuals, Table 1).
There are obvious healthcare costs associated with an injurious
fall as the individual seeks medical attention (Chen et al., 2018; Liu
et al., 2017). However, this should not overshadow the additional
impacts of injurious falls on mortality and morbidity (Tinetti &
Kumar, 2010; Tinetti & Williams, 1998). The US Centers for
Disease Control reported that fall-related deaths rose ~31% from
2007 to 2016 for individuals over age 65 in the general public
(Burns & Kakara, 2018). The number of non-fatal fall-related
injuries was recently published to be about 1% of Americans
over a 3 month period (Verma et al., 2016). This is a considerable
difference compared to the ~15% of individuals within the current
study that reported an injurious fall over a 6 month period. Thus,
the current study would indicate the problem of falls among lower
limb prosthesis users extends beyond just minor inconveniences as
individuals are incurring a high rate of injuries.

One concerning observation from the current analysis is the
potential prescription bias based upon etiology. Within the US,
the qualification for an MPK is that an individual must be at
a K3 ambulator level, notwithstanding a few third-party payer
exceptions (”LCD: Lower limb prostheses,” 2019). There are no
limitations with regard to age or comorbidities. This does not
mean that age or comorbidity status may not influence K-level
assignment by the rehabilitation physician and team, but
within the US only the K-level status subsequently qualifies
a patient for an MPK. In the current study based out of the US,
we limited inclusion to 881 individuals with AKA that were
designated as K3 ambulators. Importantly, AKA included both
transfemoral and knee disarticulation. These surgical-level dif
ferences have not been differentiated in terms of the primary
endpoint of fall risk (Miller et al., 2001). Furthermore, recent
work comparing functional outcomes between these two sur
gical-level differences failed to show functional differences
(Polfer et al., 2019). Additionally, there is no differentiation
in terms of qualification for these two surgical levels. Thus, all
individuals qualified for an MPK, yet only 137 individuals were
provided an MPK. In the worst case, one might suggest that
anyone not eligible for Medicare (i.e. age 65 and older) happens
to fall into a limited percentage of private plans that have
exemptions for MPK. This however, still means that there
were 286 Medicare eligible patients who did not receive an
MPK. Future work will need to tie in other populations to
understand potential biases based on etiology. If such biases
do exist, then hopefully studies such as the current one can
help individuals understand the benefits of MPK technology
specifically for individuals with AKA due to diabetes/vascular
disease.
The current analysis is limited in its ability to quantify the types
of injuries that individuals incurred. However, data from the 2008
National Health Interview Survey showed the most common nonfatal fall-related injuries were sprains and strains of joints, followed
by fractures, contusions, and lacerations (Verma et al., 2016). This
is concerning given that downtime for recovery can reduce mobi
lity (e.g., a fracture even of the wrist can prevent the ability to don
a lower limb prosthesis for 8 weeks or more). A reduction in
mobility would likely further reduce quality of life beyond the
immediate impact of injury (Wurdeman et al., 2018a). Further
work is needed to determine if injurious falls among lower limb
prosthesis users have similar long-term effects as in the general
population, such as increased mortality and poorer quality of life
(Ayoung-Chee et al., 2014; Hartholt et al., 2011).
The current study findings should be viewed in light of certain
limitations. First, in addition to not tracking the type of injury
associated with the individuals’ falls, there was no mechanism to
track cost to allow analysis of costs incurred as a result of the fall.
Second, the falls question does not differentiate between falls
occurring, while the patient is wearing their prosthesis or not.
This would allow more insight into the ability of the MPK to
mitigate falls. It is, however, interesting to consider if the injurious
falls are occurring without the MPK being worn. The implication
of this would be either 1) the injurious fallers are not wearing their
device as much which could speak to reduced utility, possibly
consequential of a perceived reduced value of non-MPK com
pared to MPK in this population or 2) individuals prone to
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injurious falls are not being prescribed MPKs to the same degree
as those that are not prone to injurious falls. Further, while the
question of a fall was anchored to a traumatic event to strengthen
memory recall, there is no guarantee that the trauma of a fall
reached the threshold for strengthening memory in all individuals.
This method also would not overcome injuries that may have
resulted in a traumatic head injury with memory impairment.
Thus, the combination of these would seemingly have increased
the likelihood of an underestimation of injurious falls in the
current sample. However, given similar demographics, there is
no reason to believe any bias in such underestimation in one
group or the other.

Conclusion
Falls are a major problem for individuals with lower limb ampu
tation. Balance impairments associated with diabetes and periph
eral vascular disease place individuals with this underlying
amputation etiology at greater risk for falling. Within
a population of nearly 900 lower limb prosthesis users with
transfemoral amputation or knee disarticulation due to diabetes/
vascular disease, 15% incurred an injurious fall over a 6-month
period. Fortunately that rate was less than half that amount for
those individuals with an MPK in their prosthesis. Ultimately,
those individuals with diabetes/vascular etiology not provided an
MPK face 2.5-fold increased odds of an injurious fall while
accounting for age, sex, time since amputation and BMI adjusted
for limb loss.
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